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The coarse grained chemical reaction model is enhanced to build a molecular dynamics �MD�
simulation framework with an embedded Monte Carlo �MC� based reaction scheme. The MC
scheme utilizes predetermined reaction chemistry, energetics, and rate kinetics of materials to
incorporate chemical reactions occurring in a substrate into the MD simulation. The kinetics
information is utilized to set the probabilities for the types of reactions to perform based on radical
survival times and reaction rates. Implementing a reaction involves changing the reactants species
types which alters their interaction potentials and thus produces the required energy change. We
discuss the application of this method to study the initiation of ultraviolet laser ablation in
poly�methyl methacrylate�. The use of this scheme enables the modeling of all possible
photoexcitation pathways in the polymer. It also permits a direct study of the role of thermal,
mechanical, and chemical processes that can set off ablation. We demonstrate that the role of laser
induced heating, thermomechanical stresses, pressure wave formation and relaxation, and
thermochemical decomposition of the polymer substrate can be investigated directly by suitably
choosing the potential energy and chemical reaction energy landscape. The results highlight the
usefulness of such a modeling approach by showing that various processes in polymer ablation are
intricately linked leading to the transformation of the substrate and its ejection. The method, in
principle, can be utilized to study systems where chemical reactions are expected to play a dominant
role or interact strongly with other physical processes. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2754681�

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser ablation occurs in a diverse range of materials
from molecular solids, biological tissues, crystalline metals,
and semiconductors to polymeric materials. The laser abla-
tion process parameters can also be selected from a large set,
ranging from short ultraviolet �UV� to long infrared �IR�
wavelengths, from short femtosecond to long microsecond
pulse widths, and from low pulse energy in kilowatts up to as
high as several gigawatts.1 The response to laser irradiation
depends directly on the material characteristics and the laser
process parameters along with spot size and repetition
rate.2–15 Typically, laser irradiation of a material causes elec-
tronic excitation, possibly followed by substrate heating,
bond cleavage, desorption, chemical reactions, thermal de-
composition, melting, propagation of stress waves, mechani-
cal failure, and/or bulk ejection of material. The laser abla-
tion process is of technological interest with applications
ranging from chemical analysis, medical diagnostics and
treatment, micromachining to fabrication of electronic, opto-
electronic devices, and nanomaterials.12,14–17 A detailed
mechanistic insight into the role of material properties and
the process parameters in initiating laser ablation is neces-
sary so as to further optimize and develop these applications.

An array of experimental work has been done to observe

the multitude of processes occurring upon laser irradiation of
polymeric substrates and develop an understanding of the
mechanisms leading to ablation. Photon absorption spectrum
and penetration depth measurements have been reported for
many useful polymer substrates.18–20 Wen and Dlott have
used optical calorimetry to measure substrate temperature
change by exciting a near-IR dye embedded in the polymer
and deduced a two stage heating and vibrational excitation
process.21 Photoacoustic measurements have given peak
stress generated as a function of fluence in a poly
�methyl methacrylate� �PMMA� substrate22 and picosecond
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy was used to mea-
sure dynamic frequency shift in the PMMA substrate to infer
rise in substrate temperature, volume expansion, critical
stress at ablation threshold, and establish buildup of com-
pressive pressure in the substrate due to thermal loading and
chemical transformation.23 Analytical techniques such as gel
permeation chromatography, UV spectroscopy, x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, and Fou-
rier transform IR have been used to identify radicals and
chemical reaction products and measure quantum yield and
substrate transformation pathways �e.g., incubation� occur-
ring upon photolysis.11,18,20,24,25 Stress wave propagation,
bubble formation, and spallation in some substrates upon la-
ser excitation have also been confirmed.10,26 Experiments re-
porting surface swelling, melting, thermal damage, and mea-
surements of ablation/etch rates as a function of laser
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processing parameters provide a direct way of judging the
suitability of a polymer for a given application.3,14,17,27,28 The
ejected plume has been characterized using a combination of
gas chromatography, time of flight measurement, and mass
spectrometry �MS� to identify plume composition and to in-
fer possible photoexcitation pathways and ablation
mechanisms.2,5–7,9,18,29 MS measurements of velocities of
molecular fragments ejected upon laser irradiation have
shown thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann and/or nonthermal ve-
locity distribution, indirectly addressing the nature and
mechanism of their ejection.30 The effects of dopant concen-
tration, molecular weight, and chain length on the onset of
ablation have also been studied in doped and undoped poly-
mer substrates to examine the role of polymer properties in
establishing ablation.8,9,28,31,32 However, even with this
wealth of experimental data available, a complete and coher-
ent picture of how ablation is established in a polymeric
substrate is yet to emerge.

The experimental work has been complemented by the-
oretical and modeling efforts. Earliest models proposed
Beer’s law based dependence of the ablated yield on fluence
following a complete photothermal and/or photochemical de-
struction of polymer chains.33 Processing parameters, such as
pulse width and repetition rates, were incorporated by sug-
gesting that a certain threshold concentration of absorbed
photons is required for photoexcitation to lead to ablation.34

Excited electronic states and chemical reactions were incor-
porated with the aim to model substrate modification by
chemical and thermal pathways.35,36 The role of mechanical
strength of substrate as well as laser induced stress genera-
tion, void nucleation, void formation, and spallation in initi-
ating ablation has also been studied.37,38 More recently, pure
thermal ablation models are built taking into consideration
thermally activated bond breaks, creation of small molecules
in the bulk, and surface desorption. These processes cause
reduction in the cohesive energy of the polymer and removal
of material when the number of broken bonds exceeds a
critical value.36,39 Likewise, recent photochemical models in-
corporate the change in the characteristics of the substrate
due to multiple photochemical modification pathways.36,40

The ablation models have played a great role in developing
an understanding of the process and material parameters, but
most of them are still largely based on a phenomenological
picture and often lack microscopic insights into the ablation
process.41

Atomistic scale studies can serve as a bridge between the
experimental and numerical modeling approaches by provid-
ing direct insight into the microscopic processes responsible
for the experimental observables. These insights can be used
to build better physical process models. The ablation process
dynamics is complex involving many possible thermal, me-
chanical, and chemical processes. In addition, these pro-
cesses can lead to simultaneous modification of physio-
chemical properties of the substrate during laser irradiation.
The advantage of molecular dynamics �MD� based modeling
is that a qualitatively realistic and physical representation of
most of these processes can be provided with minimal rep-
resentation, i.e., by defining the potential and reaction energy
landscapes. For example, the effect of mechanical stresses

generated by high temperature and creation of volatile spe-
cies, which can alter reaction and activation energies govern-
ing thermal and chemical processes, and cause ablation via
mechanical failure, is included naturally in a MD model.
Other effects, such as variation of physical properties of
polymer substrates with changing composition and screening
of laser radiation by the ablating plume, that are not as
simple or straightforward to be described accurately in a nu-
merical model, can be incorporated in a MD simulation to
study their role in setting ablation.

The earliest MD studies suggested that stress buildup
and volume expansion in the substrate, caused by formation
of smaller molecules, play a key role in the subsequent ejec-
tion of material.42 Rates of vibrational energy transfer in mo-
lecular clusters have been measured using MD simulations.43

A breathing sphere model was used to model electronic ex-
citation and ionization processes in atoms and molecules,
where an internal breathing mode was used to describe pho-
ton absorption, internal conversion, and vibrational relax-
ation processes in these species.44,45 This model has been
used extensively to study dependence of ablation pathways
on laser processing parameters such as fluence, pulse width,
and also the role of mechanical stresses.46 Furthermore, the
breathing sphere model has been extended to incorporate
photofragmentation pathways in MD simulation and study
the role of chemical reactions in substrate modification and
on plume composition.47–49 Electronic structure calculations
have also been performed to determine photodegradation re-
action pathways and energies for materials constituting the
substrates.50–52 This information has been used to build a
more physically representative coarse grain chemical reac-
tion model �CGCRM� for polymer ablation.53,54 In another
interesting set of MD studies reported recently, ablation pro-
cesses in idealized Lennard-Jones and pure one component
metallic and silicon substrates have been analyzed using
phase diagrams based on local thermal equilibrium
argument.55 Such analyses, however, would be near impos-
sible to perform on multicomponent and polymeric systems
that can decompose upon laser excitation.

In this article, we describe an extension of the original
CGCRM model53,54 for studying ablation of polymeric ma-
terials. As discussed above, most of the earlier studies have
not looked into the effect of chemical reactions on these
substrates after laser irradiation. The purpose of building this
model is to create an integrated setup to explore various
thermal, mechanical, and chemical processes that may be
responsible for initiating ablation. Using PMMA as a model
polymeric substrate, we discuss in Sec. II the construction
and parametrization of the polymer-MD system. The chemi-
cal reactions, in the PMMA substrate, arise out of the photo-
fragmentation, radical formation, and thermal decomposition
processes. These reactions are included based on a Monte
Carlo �MC� scheme embedded within the MD simulation
framework. The algorithm for incorporating these reactions
is described in Sec. III. The key issues related to the ablation
process in the PMMA substrate are discussed in brief in Sec.
IV, followed by the application of our modeling strategy to
the study of laser ablation in PMMA.
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II. COARSE GRAINED POLYMER-MD MODEL

A. Polymer coarse graining

The polymeric substrates for ablation modeling are built
using a coarse grained united atom representation. Each
polymer chain was made up of a set of coarse grained
“beads” or superatoms each representing a functional
group.54 This coarse graining permits the use of larger sys-
tem sizes and longer simulation time scales compared to
purely atomic systems by reducing the number of atoms to
simulate and eliminating fast C–H and unnecessary and com-
putationally expensive CvO interactions. For PMMA, our
model polymer, these functional groups are CHx �0�x�3�,
CvO and O, as shown in Fig. 1. Various other functional
groups involved in the simulation, e.g., due to creation of
radicals �•CH3� and reaction products �HCO, CH4, and OH�,
are also part of the set of species. Each coarse grained bead
or superatom is identified by a separate species type. The
bonding and angular potentials are based on the species type
as well as the organization of the bonding network in the
polymer chain which is specific to the polymer and added as
an input in our MD model. Here, the exact matching of fully
atomistic equilibrium distribution of bond lengths and angles
is not vital for coarse graining as ablation simulation will be
sampling states far from equilibrium.

B. Potential energy model

The bonding potentials between any two functional
groups are of the harmonic form, i.e., Ubond=Kbond�r−r0�2,
where r is the instantaneous bond length and r0 the equilib-
rium bond length. These potentials are taken directly from
the atomistic scale model by Kim et al.56 The equilibrium
radii and bond lengths of the coarse grained beads have been
computed earlier.54 Ablation simulations, however, can reach
states far from equilibrium involving high temperatures and
pressures. These thermodynamic conditions can lead to bond
breaks under realistic conditions. To accommodate these
“thermally or stress induced” bond breaks, all bonding po-
tentials �except those for double bonds� are switched to
Morse potentials of the form

Ubond = A�1 − exp�− B�r − r0���2 + C , �1�

for bond lengths greater than 3% of equilibrium bond
length.54,57 Morse potential parameters, A, B, and C, are fit-

ted individually to each bonding potential to ensure continu-
ity in potential energy and forces. The use of this hybrid
potential allows us to turn off the Morse interaction for high
temperature annealing simulations during preparation of
polymer samples.

The angular potentials are of pure harmonic form and
are also taken directly from Kim et al.56 To prevent a sudden
transition from finite angular potential to zero potential due
to bond breaks a screening function of the form, exp�−2�r
−rc�2�, is employed beyond a cutoff value of rc for each of
the two bonds forming a bond angle. The general expression
for angular potential energy function is given by

U� = K��� − �0�2 exp�− 2�rab − rc
ab�2�exp�− 2�rbc − rc

bc�2� ,

�2�

where � is the angle formed at atom b between atom pairs
a-b and b-c, whose instantaneous interaction distance is
given by rab and rbc, and cutoff interaction distances given
by rc

ab and rc
bc, respectively. The value �0 is the equilibrium

value of the bond angle �. The cutoff distance was set larger
than the equilibrium bond length and a value of 3 Å was
employed for all angular potentials. Four-body torsional in-
teractions were not included as they are not considered im-
portant for the ablation dynamics.54

The nonbonding inter- and intramolecular interactions
are described using another Morse potential fitted to match
PMMA physical properties such as the cohesive energy58 and
glass transition temperature.59 The parameters for the non-
bonded interactions were independent of the types of species
interacting and set at A=0.042 eV, B=1.025 Å−1, C=−A,
r0=4.35 Å for the PMMA sample. Additional Morse type
potential energy functions characterizing nonbonded interac-
tions between two radicals, and a radical and a nonradical are
defined to match the appropriate reaction energy change oc-
curring during bond breaks.47 Bonded interactions among
radicals and nonradicals are treated as those among nonradi-
cals of similar species types, i.e., a CH3 radical is treated as
a CH3 bead for all its bonding and angular interactions. The
cutoff distance for all bonding, angular, and nonbonding in-
teraction was set at 10 Å and the Verlet neighbor list cutoff
was set at 12 Å.

C. Sample preparation

The sample was prepared by starting with a low density
polymer built by random insertion. The first bead of a poly-
mer chain is placed at a low density site followed by addition
of the next bead along a random vector at a bond length
distributed about its equilibrium value. This step is followed
by insertion of more beads, one monomer unit at a time,
based on the distribution of bond lengths and angles until the
entire polymer chain is built. If any added bead is found too
close to any bead on existing polymer chains, it is discarded
and a new position is tried. If there is an overlap after mul-
tiple attempts, the chain construction is traced backwards and
continued from an earlier point. The individual polymer
chains were built in a periodic box of fixed size, sequentially
using the united atom description, until the total density
reached about 0.7–0.8 gm/cm3.

FIG. 1. Monomeric unit of the PMMA polymer is shown here. Each atom or
group of atoms represents a coarse grained bead in the simulation. Norrish
type I corresponds to break in C–CO bond, whereas Norrish type II is a
break in CH2–C bond.
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The prepared sample was then subjected to a series of
energy minimization, constant temperature and volume
�NVT� MD, and compression steps. This process is carried
out according to the method described in Refs. 60–62. Only
the purely repulsive part of the nonbonded interaction was
turned on during these cycles to avoid any clustering in the
system due to the attractive part of the potential.60,61 The
bonding potentials were set to be purely harmonic, i.e., the
weakening of the bonding potential with the Morse term de-
scribed above in Eq. �1� was turned off during these cycles,
to avoid any fragmentation in the polymer matrix prior to
laser excitation. Each stage involved 10 000 steps of energy
minimization, followed by 20 000 time steps of NVT run at
600 K corresponding to 20 ps of simulation time. The high
temperature NVT dynamics help the system escape from in-
termediate local minima.62 At the end of each NVT run the
sample was compressed by scaling each of xyz dimensions
by a factor of 0.99 and sent to quench cycle of the next stage.
This series of runs was carried out until the sample density
reached above the bulk polymer density to a value in the
range of 1.20–1.25 gm/cm3, which is one compression stage
beyond the desired bulk density �1.20 gm/cm3�. The sample
is initially compressed beyond its desired bulk density to
incorporate any pressure induced relaxation.60 The high den-
sity sample is then relaxed back to the correct density. Next,
the correct long-ranged nonbonding potentials are introduced
into the polymer sample. This process is carried out in four
stages, each stage with 10 000 steps of energy minimization
followed by 20 000 time steps of NVT-MD. During each of
energy minimization stage, a quarter of the attractive part of
the interaction potential is turned on. Following this step, the
sample is subjected to additional 200 000–400 000 time
steps of NVT-MD simulation at 300 K, with the weakening
of bonds �Eq. �1�� turned on and periodic boundary condition
removed from z axis, to fully equilibrate the substrate, i.e., to
relax it to its zero pressure and lowest energy state.

D. Boundary conditions for ablation

During an ablation simulation, periodic boundary condi-
tions are applied to the sides �xy axes� and a pressure absorb-
ing boundary condition �PABC� is applied at the bottom of
the sample to prevent the downward traveling pressure wave
from reflecting back into the sample.63 These boundary con-
ditions together mimic a deep substrate �i.e., no reflected
pressure wave is formed at the back end of the sample at all
times� at the center of laser pulse where the mass and energy
transfers are expected only along the depth of the sample.
For the implementation of the PABC, the bottom part of the
sample, equal to the length used for the Verlet list construc-
tion, is selected as the pressure absorbing boundary layer.
The force, along the z axis, acting on any particle in the
boundary layer is divided into two parts—those acting due to
particles above it �i.e., higher up in z axis� and those acting
due to particles below it. The forces due to particles below it
are then replaced by terminating forces, which replicate an
infinite continuum below the finite-sized sample. The termi-
nation forces have three components—F0, the static equilib-
rium forces, which balances out the forces from top part of

the sample; FL, the forces generated due to direct laser en-
ergy absorption by the boundary region; and FW, the forces
due to the propagation of a pressure wave through the
boundary region. The last two terms can be written as63

FL =
A��

LP
exp�−

zb

LP
� for t � �

and

FL =
A��

LP
exp�−

zb

LP
��LP

tc
� �1 − exp�� tc

LP
�� for t � � ,

�3�

FW = SMZu , �4�

where A is the area illuminated by the laser, � is the Grü-
neisen coefficient, � is the laser fluence, zb is the average
depth of the boundary layer, LP is the penetration depth of
the sample, t is the time of irradiation, and � is the laser pulse
width. Also, SM represents the surface area per particle, u is
the average particle velocity in the boundary layer, and Z
=�c is the acoustic impedance corresponding to density �
and the sound velocity in the medium c. For FL, the above
Eq. �3� represent forces linearly increasing with time due to
laser absorption during irradiation followed by a gradual
damping given by the term in square brackets in the second
expression. Likewise for FW, the force corresponds to a one
dimensional pressure wave traveling with speed of sound c
and local particle velocity u.63,64

The determination of the parameters required for the
PABC was performed in a separate set of simulations. To
compute F0 and FL, equilibrium simulations were performed
at 200–700 K and over the densities of 1.14–1.30 gm/cm3.
For evaluation purpose, the static equilibrium forces were
further resolved in two long-ranged components, inter- and
intramolecular nonbonded forces. The static forces coming
from the bonding and angular interactions were taken as is,
i.e., based on instantaneous distances and angles, evaluated
directly in ablation simulations and not evaluated in these
equilibrium simulations. The equilibrium simulations were
performed on equilibrated PMMA substrates—�a� 3723
beads, with 51 polymer chains each made up of 13 mono-
meric units, in a sample of size 45 Å3, and �b� 29785 beads,
with 259 polymers each of chain length of 19 units, in a
sample of size 51�51�258 Å3. The middle third part of the
sample �b� was used to compute distribution of forces along
the z axis acting on particles from the particles present below
it over a time period of 200 ps. The resulting distribution at
300 K and 1.20 gm/cm3 is shown in Fig. 2. The most prob-
able values obtained from the distribution were used in the
ablation simulation reported in this article. Equilibrium
simulations were also used for evaluation of the Grüneisen
coefficient which is defined as internal energy derivative of
pressure at constant volume,65

� = v�dP

dE
�

v
, �5�

where v is the specific volume, P the pressure, and E the
internal energy. For evaluating the derivative, the ensemble
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averages of pressure and internal energy are recorded at ev-
ery density and temperature over 200 ps of NVT runs. The
resulting plot of Grüneisen coefficient as a function of den-
sity is shown in Fig. 3 and is in good agreement with the
reported values.65,66 The value of 0.60 was used for the ab-
lation simulations reported here. The ablation simulation pa-
rameters were chosen so that the sample temperature at the
bottom does not increase significantly above 300 K, thus jus-
tifying the use of these values for computation of F0 and FL.

The acoustic impedance parameter Z was evaluated by
performing nonequilibrium simulations without z periodicity.
These simulations were done using sample �b� specified
above and a larger sample �c� 109 365 beads, with 951 poly-
mer chains of 19 chain length each in system of size 51
�51�936 Å3, both equilibrated at 300 K. In each simula-
tion, a downward impulsive force in the range of
1–10 eV/Å is imparted onto the top 10 Å layer of the
sample over a period of 10–100 fs �10–100 steps�. The ap-
plication of the impulse is similar to the ultrafast laser heat-
ing and shock compression experiments and results in the
impulse energy being transformed into a pressure wave
which propagates into the substrate.67 The evolution of the

substrate is followed by dividing the sample into 10 Å slices
and computing its pressure, z forces, and z velocities as a
function of depth and time. The plot of local z velocities and
pressure following a downward impulsive force of 1 eV/Å
over 100 fs is shown in Fig. 4. The data points on the plot
correspond to sometime after the pressure wave is formed at
the top surface to the time just before it starts interacting
with the bottom surface, which is set as a free boundary. The
slope of the linear fit gives the acoustic impedance parameter
Z= �4.3–7.3��106 N s/m3, using P=−Zu, over all the im-
pulse runs. The value of acoustic impedance is somewhat
higher than the expected value �	3�106 N s/m3�,68 but
well within the range reported in experimental studies.67 The
linear fit in Fig. 4 appears to deviate from the simulation data
points for highest pressures and local velocities suggesting a
nonlinear relationship. Also, the xy periodic lattice prevents
any lateral relaxation, so this system is unlike any real sys-
tem, which may contribute to the deviation. The mean value
obtained over these simulations 	6�106 N s/m3 was used
in the ablation simulations reported here.

In the implementation of the PABC, all the xy compo-
nent of forces and velocities are zeroed out for beads lying in
the boundary layer. Also, all the forces along the z direction
are averaged and applied equally to all the beads in the pres-
sure absorbing boundary layer to make the PABC provide a
rigid piston for efficient pressure transmission. This proce-
dure includes averaging over the bonding and angular forces
as well.

III. MODELING LASER-POLYMER INTERACTION

A. Photon absorption process

A laser pulse of wavelength �	� pulse width ���, and
penetration depth �1/
� was applied to all the samples from
t=0 to t=� in the ablation studies reported here. The photons
are absorbed by the chromophores �–C– or –CO– in the case
of PMMA� in accordance with Beer’s law. Suitable laser
fluences were identified based on two criteria—the fraction
of chromophores absorbing photons should be less than

FIG. 2. Distribution of the nonbonding interaction energies among PMMA
beads at a density of 1.2 gm/cm3 and 300 K, computed using sample �b�.
The dashed curve �squares on the bottom x axis corresponds to the intermo-
lecular interations while the solid curve atoms �diamonds� on the tip x axis
is for the intramolecular interactions. Both the energy scales correspond to
eV.

FIG. 3. Grüneisen coefficient �, computed as a function of density
�in gm/cm3�, from simulations using sample �a�, performed over a tempera-
ture range of 200–600 K. The dashed curve is added as a guide.

FIG. 4. Pressure vs local velocity computed from impulse simulations. The
data shown correspond to a constant downward impulsive force of 1 eV/Å
applied over 100 fs in the largest sample �c�. The data are collected over
10 ps time scale, from the time of formation of the pressure wave near the
top surface to just before it interacts with the bottom surface. Only points
used for data fitting are shown.
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100% in the top surface layer to prevent chromophore satu-
ration and the fraction of chromophores absorbing photons at
the bottom layer should approach zero, i.e., being small in
the range of 1%–5%. The beads in the boundary layer sub-
ject to the PABC do not directly absorb any photons. These
conditions along with Beer’s law set the distribution profile
of photons and energy absorption in the substrate. Beer’s law
based absorption profile mimics the entire absorption volume
as a scaled down version of a real sample undergoing abla-
tion process, as opposed to uniform absorption profile, which
only models surface absorption and ablation processes.

The absorbed photon energy can be directed into one of
the many proposed paths—vibrational excitation of the chro-
mophores, direct heating the polymer substrate, and direct
bond break and radical formation. The vibrational excitation
can be effected by changing the radius of the chromophore or
imparting the kinetic energy to its internal mode as done in
the breathing sphere models.44,53 Direct heating is imple-
mented by distributing the photon energy over a monomeric
unit �six beads for PMMA as shown in Fig. 1� corresponding
to absorption as kinetic energy. Direct photochemical bond
break and radical formation is achieved by randomly break-
ing a bond between the absorbing chromophore and one of
its neighbors. The species involved in the bond break are
assigned new radical species types and their interaction
changes from bonding and angular to nonbonding. The radi-
cals are tagged and their time of existence is recorded for
subsequent reactions. In addition to direct bond breaks, heat-
ing or stress induced bond breaks are also possible as men-
tioned above for all cases. Following the thermomechanical
bond breaks, however, the coarse grained beads are not la-
beled as radicals in the simulation scheme and no subsequent
reaction occurs.

Formation of radicals in the substrate leads to chemical
reactions which can play an important role in
ablation.2,9,29,30,69 There are a vast number of possible reac-
tions that can take place during ablation given the high tem-
peratures, stresses, and types of radicals prevailing in the
substrate. The selection of chemical reactions to form the
basis set in our MC based reaction scheme is therefore cru-
cial to the development of a feasible and realistic MD simu-
lation scheme. Inclusion of too many reactions can easily
slow down our MD time integration without adding any sig-
nificant new physics to the ablation process. This selection
process also relies upon the choice of material to be ablated
and is therefore discussed in the next section with reference
to our model material PMMA. The purpose of the MD simu-
lation is not to suggest what chemical reaction takes place
but to predict how these reactions affect the substrate and the
ablation process.

B. Modeling chemical reactions

The reaction scheme used to perform reactions is based
on a modified version of the CGCRM.53,54 All the reaction
pathways, Arrhenius reaction rates, and formation energies
used in the scheme are predetermined. These quantities can
be obtained from standard chemistry and chemical engineer-
ing �experimental or theoretical� databases,48 computed us-

ing first principles studies52 or using exotic MD schemes
such as reactive-MD.51 At each step radicals attempt to react
with other species present in their vicinity. The MD simula-
tion along with the embedded MC reaction scheme is shown
in Fig. 5. For any radical, the chemical reaction algorithm
can be described as follows.

�a� All possible reacting species 
i� are identified within an
interaction radius of 2 Å.

�b� If two radicals are next to each other the corresponding
radical-radical recombination reaction is selected and
tried �step �e��. Else, the reaction rates kriX of the radi-
cal r reacting with other species i is calculated based
on individual reaction type X, using their activation
energy �EAX�, the local temperature �TL�, and the
Arrhenius reaction rate expression:54 kriX=1013 exp
�−EAX /kBTL� s−1, where kB is the Boltzmann constant.

�c� The total forward reaction rate krT is computed by sum-
ming over all possible reaction rates, i.e., krT=�ikriX.
The radical survival probability p�tr� at that step is then
computed based on the radical existence time tr and the
total reaction rate using70 p�tr�=exp�−krTtr�. A random
number � is then drawn and reaction is attempted if �
� p�tr�.

�d� Another random number  selects the type of reaction
to attempt based on the relative weights of each reac-
tion type kriX /krT, i.e., reaction of type X with between
species r and � is selected if �i=1

�−1kriX /krT�
��i=1

� kriX /krT.
�e� The selected reaction is tried by changing the species

types of the reacting beads, which changes the interac-
tions between reacting beads and their neighbors. The
trial process assesses the feasibility of the selected re-
action by measuring the energy difference between the
reactant and product states, �r=�product-�reactant. The de-
cision to accept the reaction is based on the following
scheme.

�i� If the energy �r is within 10% of the desired
chemical reaction energy �r

d, or 0.1 eV, depending
on which ever is higher, the trial is accepted. Note
that the desired chemical reaction energy depends
only on the reaction type X.

�ii� Else, if the absolute value of the difference ��r-�r
d�

is greater than 2.5 eV then the reaction is aban-
doned and the species are reverted back to their
original states and MD simulation continued.

�iii� Else, if the reaction energy is within 2.5 eV of the
desired value, a steepest descent based optimiza-
tion of the reactant state is attempted. The aim is to
reorganize the local volume around the radicals,
i.e., rearrange the participating radicals and their
interacting neighbors to obtain a new set of reac-
tant and product states with energies �́reactant and
�́product, respectively, such that the new reaction en-
ergy �́r= �́product-�́reactant satisfies the conditions
given in �i�. In this case the local energy evaluation
carried out will have to loop over another layer of
particles within an interaction distance of the par-
ticles being rearranged.
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• The optimization process minimizes the quadratic
energy difference function given by ��= ��́r-�r

d�2, by
moving the particles based on the directions given by
its derivative

d����/dx = 2��́r − �r
d� � �f́reactant − f́product� , �6�

where x and f́ represent the positions and forces of
all the particles being moved.

• The optimized states �́reactant and �́product and conse-
quently the reaction may be accepted if the total en-
ergy adjustment required which is the difference be-
tween the new and the original reactant state,
�́reactant-�reactant, is not more than 5% of the thermal
�kinetic� energy of the particles being rearranged.

• If the optimized states are rejected, or if the optimi-
zation fails to generate acceptable states satisfying
condition set in �i� within Nmax=20 steps, the sub-
strate is restored back to its original MD state.

�f� If the reaction is accepted, the energy released �or re-
quired� is added to �or subtracted from� the kinetic en-
ergies of the reacting species to maintain energy con-
servation. Likewise, if the reaction was accepted based
on the optimized states, the kinetic energy of all the
particles being rearranged is scaled �by a ratio between
0.95 and 1.05� to conserve total energy. Upon accep-
tance, any existing radical tag among the reactants is
removed and newly formed radicals are tagged.

FIG. 5. The flow chart for the Monte Carlo chemical reaction scheme embedded within the MD time integration. Some flow lines are dashed for visual clarity.
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The 2.5 eV energy criteria listed above serve as a crude
upper bound to determine suitability of the reactant state for
optimization, whereas the 5% kinetic energy adjustment cri-
terion sets a firmer limit to the range of acceptable solutions.
This measure introduces a physically realistic constraint
when performing chemical reactions, not only ensuring that
reactions occur only when conditions are appropriate but
also advancing them in the right direction so that they may
occur earlier if the conditions are nearly suitable. For the set
of simulations reported here, the average amount of kinetic
energy change per particle, resulting from adjusting the po-
sitions of the particles, is very small, of the order of 10−3 eV
per successful optimization.

The optimization process is extremely fast as it involves
evaluating energies and forces over a small subset of par-
ticles and uses a variable step size based on the magnitude of
forces for fast convergence. But the optimization scheme
also scales linearly with the number of radicals, so at a cer-
tain radical concentration, the total optimization cost per
time step may rise above the cost of a single MD time step.
This burden is further reduced by starting a countdown clock
set at tcorr=20–50 MD time steps for every radical with
failed reaction or optimization attempt. Thus, a reaction for a
radical is retried only when tcorr is at zero. The clock time
tcorr is counted down every MD step. The average radical
survival time, for the simulations reported here, is approxi-
mately 1 ps because of the high temperatures prevailing in
the substrate.

IV. PMMA REACTION MODEL AND SIMULATION
RESULTS

A. Chemical reactions

In the case of a PMMA substrate, there are two photo-
chemical reaction pathways where photon energy can be uti-
lized to “directly” break two types of bonds. In the first case,
the Norrish type I reaction �see Fig. 1�, the C–CO bond on a
PMMA side chain is broken. In the second case, the Norrish

type II reaction, the C–CH2 bond on a polymer’s main chain
is broken. The equilibrium bond strength in each case is
3.6 eV, so excess photon energy goes into kinetic energy of
the beads involved in the bond cleavage. The choice of the
set of chemical reactions is based on the ablation products
experimentally observed and the likely chemical reaction
pathways suggested in the literature.2,4,6,7,9,11,18,29,30,69 Ex-
perimental studies have demonstrated the presence of small
gaseous molecules such as CO, CO2, CH4, HCOOCH3, and
CH3OH as well as MMA monomers and smaller polymer
fragments in the ablation plume. The reason for differences
in observed products remains unclear and may arise from
limited set of experimentally observed species or real mecha-
nistic differences resulting from various starting radicals
formed under diverse experimental conditions and following
different reaction paths. The key point of contention in
PMMA ablation is �a� whether it involves predominantly
thermal or chemical mechanisms and �b� if it is chemical,
which one of the photolysis pathways is preferred.

The reactions included in the MD-MC scheme for
PMMA substrate can be categorized into six major types and
are listed in Fig. 6. They are as follows: �a� hydrogen ab-
stractions which can be performed by every radical depend-
ing on availability of a hydrogen rich species nearby; �b�
decarboxylation; �c� carbon monoxide elimination; �d� poly-
mer main chain unzipping; resulting in smaller fragments
and monomeric MMA units; �e� elimination of CH3 radical
followed by formation of a double bond; and �f� a double
bond formation for any two adjacent carbon radicals already
joined by a single bond. The possibility of substrate modifi-
cation leading to an incubation-like effect, which may play
an important role in achieving ablation at longer
wavelengths,4,7,9,25 is also included in our photochemical sce-
narios. The carbon beads at a broken main chain site can
form CvC which can then absorb photons and convert it
only to heat. For this effect, however, the laser pulse width
would have to be long enough to allow for sufficient number
of unzipping reactions to occur and double bonds to form.

FIG. 6. The set of chemical reactions taking place in a
PMMA substrate upon laser induced bond breaks. For
simplicity, the complete bonding structure is not shown
for some molecules.
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Electronic structure calculations were performed52 to mea-
sure the activation and reaction energies for each of these
reactions �except �f� and �a�, �ii��. The radical-radical recom-
bination reaction listed in �f� above occurs without any acti-
vation energy barrier and reaction energy equal to difference
between strengths of a double bond and a single bond. The
CH3OH reaction energies were taken from ab initio calcula-
tions reported in Ref. 71. The activation and reaction ener-
gies are given in Table I. The choice of chemical reactions
and their influence on the substrate are subjected to more
detailed investigations reported elsewhere.72–74

B. Simulation and analysis setup

All simulations reported here were performed using 	
=157 nm and 	=248 nm laser wavelengths, with energies of
7.9 and 5.0 eV/photon, respectively. These two wavelengths
are among the commonly used wavelengths in the experi-
mental studies reported on PMMA substrate.2,4,6–9,11,18,29,30,69

Irradiation was carried out over a single pulse of pulse
width �=150 ps. The fluence range investigated was
8–15 mJ/cm2, which was set based on the choice of pen-
etration depth, 1 /
=100 Å, and Beer’s law profile in the
substrate satisfying the criteria given in Sec. III A. The larg-
est PMMA sample �c� with 109 365 beads in a system of size
51�51�258 Å3 was used for the simulation. The ranges of
fluence and penetration depth are limited by the sample size
and run time limitations inherent in any MD simulation.

The photon absorption process was set up such that all
pathways are equally likely, i.e., 1 /3 probability of each of
pure heating, and Norrish type I and Norrish type II bond
breaks. The purpose in doing so is to demonstrate the full
range of physics that can be explored with our current mod-
eling scheme. The simulations were monitored to ensure cap-
ture of all possible ablation, i.e., large cluster ejection,
events. The total run times of simulations were in the range
of 300–600 ps. The MD time integration was performed us-
ing Velocity-Verlet algorithm75 with a step size of 1 fs. The
total computational time for a single run of 500 000 time
steps was about 2 weeks on a single processor.

The evaluation of substrate characteristics in terms of its
density, temperature, pressure, chemical composition, and
energy was done by dynamically slicing it into slabs, each of
10 Å thickness, along the direction of incident laser �z axis�.
During most of the simulation time frame, the spatial density
profile shows a sharp transition separating the bulk substrate
from the ejected plume. The yield was determined by sum-
ming up all the particles in the plume. The plume was further

analyzed by identifying aggregates based only on their spa-
tial separation. For this purpose, a cutoff distance of 5 Å was
used to label interacting versus noninteracting beads as all
the bonding potential energies go below the available ther-
mal energy beyond a separation of 3.5–5 Å. The clusters are
identified by grouping together all the ejected coarse grained
beads found within a distance of 5 Å of each other. Average
size was given by S=M2 /M1, i.e., the ratio of second mo-
ment of cluster size distribution over its first moment.

C. Ablation yields

The primary observables in ablation studies, i.e., the
yield and average size, appear to be a complex function of
the fluence and the laser wavelength, as seen in their tempo-
ral evolution in Figs. 7�a�–7�d�. The yields and average sizes
differ for identical fluences at different wavelengths, both in
terms of their evolution and their final values. An ablation
threshold also appears to exist, demarcating desorption and
ablation regimes, which can be identified in terms of the
number and average sizes of the ejected clusters in Fig. 7.
Below this threshold, e.g., for 8 mJ/cm2 fluence with
157 nm laser, there is a smooth rise in the yield, with con-
tinuous ejection of smaller clusters �S	1�, consistent with
the desorption regime. Above the threshold, many large clus-
ter ejection events are observed during and after the irradia-
tion time scale. The larger clusters, with average size S
	1000, appear to breakdown into smaller fragments over
time. The exact value of the ablation threshold, however,
appears to be a function of the laser wavelengths used, as we
observe no ablation for 8 mJ/cm2 fluence with 	=157 nm
laser, whereas 8 mJ/cm2 fluence with 	=248 nm laser does
ablate. A detailed investigation into the ablation threshold as
a function of laser processing parameters such as wavelength
and pulse width will be reported in an upcoming
publication.74

Selected snapshots from two different simulations—for
�i� 8 mJ/cm2 fluence at 	=157 nm and �ii� 15 mJ/cm2 flu-
ence at 	=248 nm—are shown in Fig. 8 corresponding to
the end of the runs at 450 ps. These two runs show the op-
posite ends of the yield span, as seen in Fig. 7. The snapshots
show the first run ejecting only small �MMA� monomer
sized clusters while the second run ejecting large amount of
gaseous particles �green colored beads in Fig. 8� and a few
large clusters. In the first case, the laser irradiation results in
swelling of the substrate, but it fails to eject any large chunks
of material, whereas in the latter, there is substantially more
swelling prior to ablation �not shown� followed by ejection

TABLE I. Activation and formation energies for all chemical reactions occurring in a PMMA substrate �in eV�.

Reaction type Activation energy Formation energy

��a�, �i�� Hydrogen abstraction �by –CHx
• radical� 0.43 −0.19

��a�, �ii�� Hydrogen abstraction �by –O• radical� 0.14 −0.78
�b� Decarboxylation 0.59 −0.90
�c� Carbon monoxide removal 0.97 0.75
�d� Unzipping 0.94 0.67
�e� •CH3 radical removal 1.16 0.93
�f� CvC formation 0.00 −2.76
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of large amounts of gas molecules. This stage is followed
later by ejection of the larger fragments and the gases
trapped beneath them. The gas molecules also appear to be
trapped within the larger clusters, which may be one of the
reasons why these clusters fragment after ejection. Substrate
modification, due to formation of radicals �yellow�, gases
�green�, and double bonded polymer fragments and mono-
meric units �blue�, up to the depth of 200–300 Å can be seen
in Fig. 8 for both cases.

The ablation profiles can be understood by analyzing the
processes taking place in the substrate following photon ab-
sorption. The absorbed photon can randomly perform sub-
strate heating or one of Norrish type bond breaks. The energy
involved in bond breaks and heating of the substrate is
shown in Fig. 9, for 15 mJ/cm2 fluence using 	=248 nm
laser �i.e., the case corresponding to the highest yield�. For
this case, the laser is adding only about 163 eV/ps to the
substrate, but the total energy added as heat is much greater,
reaching up to 50% more than laser energy deposition rate.

This excess energy is generated by numerous reactions
among the photoradicals. The energy leftover following a
bond break in Norrish type breaks also contributes to heating
of the substrate. Only a small part of the laser energy is
utilized for bond breaks, starting with about 50% of the laser
energy and then settling down to 33% by 70 ps. This discrep-
ancy is a consequence of the polymer unzipping reactions
induced by main chain bond breaks �incubation like effect�.
These reactions lead to generation of unsaturated polymer
fragments and monomers which prevent further photochemi-
cal scission and instead lead to deposition of energy as heat.
As a result of this reaction only about 40%–45% of the pho-
tons are used for Norrish type bond scissions in all cases
instead of the specified 67%. A more detailed study of the
effect of this substrate modification will be reported
elsewhere.73,74 The energy generated by reactions continues
to heat the substrate for a long time, but on a much smaller
scale. Unzipping and hydrogen abstraction reactions will
continue until all the radicals are exhausted �i.e., terminated

FIG. 7. �Color online� The evolution of yield, expressed in number of monomeric �MMA� units, as a function of time for �a� 157 nm simulations at 8 mJ/cm2

�circles ��, 12 mJ/cm2 �diamonds ��, and 15 mJ/cm2 �squares �� fluences, and for �b� 248 nm simulations at 8 mJ/cm2 �deltas ��, 12 mJ/cm2 �gradients
��, and 15 mJ/cm2 �left triangles �� fluences. The corresponding values of average sizes are given in �c� for 157 nm and in �d� 248 nm simulations,
respectively.

FIG. 8. �Color� The snapshots for two of the simula-
tions: �top� 	=157 nm at 8 mJ/cm2 fluence and �bot-
tom� 	=248 nm at 15 mJ/cm2 fluence. The depth scale
�in Å� at zero represents the original top surface. The
colors represent original polymer beads �gray�, gaseous
species �green�, and doubly bonded carbon beads
�blue�. The red colored beads represent oxygen in the
original and the transformed substrate.
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or ejected� or the substrate cools down substantially. The role
of photochemical processes in altering the spatial and tem-
poral profiles of the laser energy deposition is similar to that
reported earlier for organic solids.47,49

The thermal and chemical processes interact synergisti-
cally and play a crucial role in the transformation of the
substrate. High temperatures lead to rapid reactions among
the photoradicals which in turn lead to generation of more
energy as heat, especially from creation of unsaturated car-
bon centers �reactions �d�–�f� in Fig. 6�. The generation of
photoproducts occurs rapidly upon formation of radicals as
shown in Fig. 10 for 15 mJ/cm2 fluence using 	=248 nm
laser. The small molecules such as CH4 and CO2 which arise
out of exothermic decarboxylation of the cleaved PMMA
side chain �reaction �b� in Fig. 6� appear immediately along
with the double bonded carbon centers, Cv, formed by exo-
thermic unzipping and termination reactions. These are fol-
lowed by endothermic reaction products such as CO and

CH3OH �reaction �c� in Fig. 6�. The relative concentrations
of these products are also much smaller than the products
formed earlier. Early formation of these small gaseous pho-
toproducts leads to their ejection from the substrate as seen
in the snapshot in Fig. 8. The formation and ejection of these
gases play a crucial role in the onset of ablation which will
be investigated in detail later.73,74 In contrast, the appearance
of thermally and stress induced bond breaks occurs much
later at around 45–50 ps. The photothermal bond break pro-
cess is much slower owing to large covalent bonding ener-
gies as well as the intertwined nature of the polymer sub-
strate. The photothermal process is also inefficient compared
to the photochemical processes as it used up about 60% of
laser energy and all the extra thermal energy generated by
chemical reactions to achieve a relatively smaller level of
fragmentation in the substrate. Figure 10 also demonstrates
that most of the reactions take place during the time frame of
laser irradiation and end with the laser pulse. Only unzipping
and photothermal breaks continue to occur after the laser
pulse is over.

The bulk of the laser energy is deposited in the top
100–300 Å of the substrate, due to the exponential profile of
laser energy deposition, as can be seen in the temperature
profiles in Fig. 11. The temperature at the depth of 100 Å
reaches a maximum value of 3300 K at the end of the pulse.
This is followed by a rapid drop due to material ejection and
then a slower drop due to evaporation and conduction of heat
to the cooler parts of the sample. At the depth of 300 Å the
temperature rises only to about 1000–1100 K before level-
ing off over the MD time scale. Also as Fig. 11 shows, the
temperatures at the depth of 600 Å and at the bottom of the
sample �900 Å� barely rise above 300 K during the MD time
scale. The highest temperatures observed in the substrate are
artificially inflated, when compared to experimental
values,9,32,76 partly due to the MD simulation setup with re-
duced electronic and atomic degrees of freedom arising out
of coarse graining of the polymer. These missing compo-
nents result in a lower than realistic heat capacity and poorer
conductivity. These approximations in the MD model may
have adverse implications on the ablation dynamics, e.g.,

FIG. 9. �Color online� The distribution of energy �in eV� in the substrate, for
	=248 nm at 15 mJ/cm2 fluence, as a function of time, in terms of energy
consumed by bond breaks �triangles ��, energy added as heat by reactions
�diamonds ��, and total energy added as heat by both laser irradiation and
reactions �squares ��. The total energy and the energy added by reactions
overlaps after the end of the laser pulse.

FIG. 10. �Color online� The total number of photoproducts and broken
bonds produced in the sample as a function of time. The lines correspond to,
from top to bottom, �a� the number of double bonded carbons, i.e, Cv, �b�
the number of molecules of CH4, �c� the number of molecules of CO2, �d�
the total number of broken bonds, �e� the number of molecules of CO, and
�f� the number of molecules of CH3OH. The lines �e� and �f� are almost
overlapping. The simulation parameters are the same as those given in
Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. �Color online� The kinetic temperature �in K�, measured using
lateral �xy� velocities, as a function of time. The values correspond to the
depths of �a� 100 Å, �b� 300 Å, �c� 600 Å, and �d� 900 Å below the original
surface, respectively. The line represents a least squares exponential fit to
the temperature. The simulation parameters are the same as those given in
Fig. 9.
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initiating rapid thermal decomposition of the polymer pre-
venting a study of the role of photochemical bond breaks and
chemical reactions.13,15 However, in the case of our PMMA
system we do not observe such an outcome. As seen in Fig.
10, the photothermal bond break process is much slower and
the number of thermally unzipped or broken bonds is much
smaller compared to the total number of photochemically
generated species. Over longer time frame thermal decompo-
sition of the polymeric substrate will dominate, especially
after photoradicals are exhausted. The effect of high tem-
perature on this slow decomposition process will be limited
as the substrate is expected to cool rapidly. Based on the
exponential fit shown in Fig. 11, the highest temperature will
drop down to less than 1000 K in about 2 ns.

Pressure builds up in the substrate mainly due to the
influence of thermal and chemical processes, namely, the
substrate heating and the formation of gaseous photoproducts
in a confined volume over a short period of time. This rise in
pressure has been referred to as photothermal and photo-
chemical pressure generation.76 However, in order for the
pressure to accumulate, inertial or stress confinement is re-
quired, which can be achieved within a characteristic stress
confinement time given by, tac=d /c,37 where d is the small-
est dimension of the irradiated volume, corresponding to ei-
ther the penetration depth or the laser spot size. For the pen-
etration depth used here, this time works out to 	5 ps, i.e.,
much smaller than the 150 ps pulse used here. Consequently,
high pressures and pressure gradients arising out of pressure
waves are not observed in the simulations reported here. Fur-
ther simulations at shorter pulse widths will look into the
stress confinement regime and the role of photomechanical
processes in ablation.72–74

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented an enhanced version of
the coarse grained chemical reaction model which integrates
a Monte Carlo based chemical reaction scheme within a mo-
lecular dynamics simulation framework. This scheme can
model the varied phenomena of thermal, mechanical, and
chemical nature occurring during laser irradiation and abla-
tion of polymeric materials. The model requires prior knowl-
edge of the atomistic scale physics of the polymer, similar to
that routinely employed in MD simulations of polymers. It
also requires an understanding of chemical characteristics,
especially chemical decomposition pathways, of the poly-
meric substrate which can be obtained from experimental
studies as well as theoretical first principles based calcula-
tions. This information is used to determine all possible re-
action pathways for radicals present in the system. The reac-
tions are then performed, based on the radical survival times
and relative reaction rates, if their energy landscapes are fa-
vorable. The modeling scheme described here captures all
the necessary physics occurring at the atomistic scale during
ablation processes and can be applied to the study of a wide
range of polymeric substrates.

The sample set of results, for the PMMA polymer, dis-
cussed in this article reveal how different processes are borne
out of different photon energy absorption pathways. The in-

teraction of thermal, chemical, and mechanical processes
during irradiation and ablation plays a crucial role in trans-
forming the substrate and establishing yield characteristics.
The coupling of these processes highlights the usefulness of
a unified framework to look at all these processes. The indi-
vidual contributions of different photoexcitation pathways to
the ablation process, which is the primary issue of contention
in understanding ablation in PMMA, are hard to ascertain
from the set of runs reported here as they have a mixture of
all these pathways. Future studies will focus on isolating
individual pathways, using specific set of experimental and
modeling parameters, to identify their characteristic signa-
ture in the substrate and yield and establish their role in
initiating ablation. Further studies with multiple wave-
lengths, penetration depths, and pulse widths along with dif-
ferent mixtures of photochemical-photothermal scenarios
will replicate more realistic laser processing conditions and
provide a better mechanistic understanding of the ablation
process.

This coupled MD-MC modeling scheme is universal in
the manner in which it integrates chemical reactions into the
MD framework. Such a scheme can be useful in probing
complex and intertwined physical and chemical processes
occurring in highly reactive single or multicomponent sys-
tems, high temperature processing of materials, and fast en-
ergy deposition processes such as laser ablation and sputter-
ing.
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